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What is your #1 tip or advice for the beginning plein air painter?
Temper your expectations.   It takes quite a while to be able to communicate clearly... so don't 
be discouraged and persevere.

If you could only have 5 colors on your palette, what would they be?
Cad Ylw Med, Cad Orange, Alizarin Crimson, Ultramarine Blue, Phthalo Green plus Titanium 
White.

Why do you choose to paint in the wild plein air rather than in the 
controlled environment of the studio?
Painting PleinAir is a friend that always brings me great joy and peace. I paint outside primarily 
because it constantly allows me to open my heart.   The little moments looking out a car 
window at an extraordinary sight, or seeing the way a strip of late afternoon light streaks 
across the meadow.   If my paintings can allow the viewer access into a world that is always 
present, but often taken for granted… then I have contributed something.

What was your most hair-raising extreme plein air painting experience?
Many years ago I was a participating artist in the Tahoe PleinAir event. One day I was out 
painting in an open meadow by a stream when mid-way through my painting it started to 
snow.   Being the intrepid painter I am... I couldn't just stop, wipe it and move on... I stayed 
another hour to complete the painting. By the time I was finished, oblivious to the conditions, 
my palette had at least two inches of snow accumulated.  Oil and water don't mix. I was able to 
finish, but it was a sloppy mess for sure and a provided a lot of laughter.

Living or not, which artists have had the most impact on your artistic 
journey?
Sargent, Cezanne, Payne, Scott Christensen, Matt Smith, Paul Kratter

Any closing comments or advice you’d like to share?
It has been an honor to help Eric Rhoads build an amazing Magazine and Convention. From 
beginner to professional, from vendor  manufactures to retailers, from galleries and 
organizations to social media... we have all benefited in so many ways and are now part of a 
huge like-minded community that openly shares the joy. 


